Secretary Babbitt saw all of these events as a "train wreck." He reasoned that, if incipient threatened and endangered species could be identified and their habitats saved or improved to stem further decline, such disputes could be avoided and new train wrecks headed off. Such an effort would require a concerted survey of US biota to identify incipient threatened and endangered species and an agency in DOI to conduct the survey. director, was a career DOI employee who had been deputy director and acting director of FWS and assistant director for science of the National Park Service (NPS). Hester provided agency administrative expertise.
W
hen President Clinton appointed Bruce Babbitt as Secretary of the Interior in January 1993, the country had been wrestling with the spotted owl issue for several years. A US Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS) environmental impact statement had been challenged by conservation groups, who then petitioned the US Department of Interior (DOI) Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) to place the spotted owl on the endangered species list. The ensuing FWS decision not to list the spotted owl had gone to the courts and been judged to be arbitrary, capricious, and lacking in scientific justification (Anonymous 1989). Subsequent negotiations over timber cutting in the national forests and a recovery plan for the spotted owl included heavy involvement by President Clinton; continuing confrontation between conservation groups, the timber industry, and the Pacific Northwest congressional delegations; and death threats to agency employees caught in the middle.
Secretary Babbitt saw all of these events as a "train wreck." He reasoned that, if incipient threatened and endangered species could be identified and their habitats saved or improved to stem further decline, such disputes could be avoided and new train wrecks headed off. Such an effort would require a concerted survey of US biota to identify incipient threatened and endangered species and an agency in DOI to conduct the survey. Because there were no new funds for the new agency, it was staffed with 1200 scientists and 600 other employees transferred from the seven DOI agencies. FWS was the major source of the scientists. Two of the three top administrators were taken from academia. Ronald Pulliam, director of the University of Georgia Institute of Ecology, was appointed director of NBS. An avian ecologist formerly at the University of Arizona, and previous president of the Ecological Society of America, Pulliam had excellent scientific credentials. His assistant director for research, James Reichman, a smallmammal ecologist with prior faculty appointments at Northern Arizona University and Kansas State University, and a stint as program director with the National Science Foundation, also had a strong scientific background. Eugene Hester, the deputy March 1999 I director, was a career DOI employee who had been deputy director and acting director of FWS and assistant director for science of the National Park Service (NPS). Hester provided agency administrative expertise.
Reactions of the professional community to the appointments were mixed. Both agency employees and faculty members in academic natural resources programs wondered at the appointment of a director and assistant director who lacked experience in applied resource agencies. But faculty members from more basic biology departments were strongly in favor of the appointments. With hindsight, former Assistant Director Reichman has conceded (personal communication) that the top NBS administrators interacted on occasion with lower-echelon personnel without sufficient sensitivity to traditional line administrative protocols and personnel-to the displeasure of the latter.
More important, questions were raised about the removal of research support from the DOI agencies from which the scientists had been transferred. Although NPS had failed to build the strong research capability that repeated reviews had urged over the years (e. NBS was 1 year old, and it soon caught attention of the newly reorganized House Committee on Resources. An image was being circulated among conservative legislators of NBS biologists surreptitiously trespassing on private land in search of threatened and endangered species, with resulting restraints on land development and decline of property values. There was also concern that NBS would use volunteers in its programs, a practice that had been soundly denounced by some in Congress. Elimination of NBS was now being raised as an option. Biological research, which had functioned effectively, quietly, and largely without public visibility or controversy for decades within the DOI agencies, was now in the political spotlight and at risk.
Several survival and remedial actions were being advocated both inside and outside DOI. On 5 January 1995, Secretary Babbitt issued Secretarial Order 3185, which changed the troubled agency's name to the National Biological Service (Babbitt 1995), based on the reasoning that the title "Survey" unnecessarily conjured up an image of biologists searching for threatened and endangered species. Order 3185 also instructed NBS employees not to work on private land without "land owner, lessee, or other lawful occupant" permission. Nevertheless, the ferment continued, and one proposal advocated removing the word "Biological" from the title to further euphemize it.
By early 1996, NBS's difficulties were taking their toll on its employees. With low morale, work output was reportedly limited, and researchers were beginning to advocate return to the parent agencies, as were the agencies themselves. WMI joined with five other conservation organizations in urging the Congressional Sportsman's Caucus to support return of NBS employees to the original agencies (Anonymous 1996a). The return was also being discussed in the House Committee on Resources. But it was resisted at high levels within DOI, and the agencies were ordered not to advocate it publicly or to the politicians. The new BRD Director, Dennis Fenn, was installed in October 1996. Fenn was a veteran employee of NPS, in which he had held several administrative posts. With a director experienced in and sensitive to agency cultures and procedures, and a secure home in a veteran DOI agency, BRD scientists would, it was hoped, return to previous levels of morale and productivity. Since BRD moved to its new home, its budget has been increased, to the point at which it exceeds the collective funding for biological research in the parent agencies before NBS was formed. The parent agencies are to some extent addressing this challenge themselves. Some observers have noted that the parent agencies have hired personnel to fill the positions vacated by scientists assigned to BRD-an eventuality that conservative critics had predicted. But if one believes that DOI needed more research biologists originally, and if the net effect of the 1993-1998 changes is to increase the total research capability in DOI, the end result could be salutary.
Resolution and final home
A second challenge that BRD faces is developing bridges with the management agencies, such as FWS and NPS, that will ensure relevance of BRD research to the agencies' management needs and acceptance in policy and management directions. There is long-standing debate over the optimum administrative distance between research and management (Wagner et al. 1995). Proximity ensures that researchers understand the management problems, make their research relevant to these problems, and develop personal rapport with the managers, promoting trust that the research is valid. But proximity places the researchers close to the value and policy positions of the managers, which can color research objectivity. Conversely, if the administrative distance is great, the objectivity risk is reduced but research efforts can diverge from management needs. Before NBS was formed, research and management functions in FWS were in different divisions, an arrangement that seemed to work well on balance. But the separate division status of research in USFS has been criticized for inadequate relevance to forest management problems.
Moreover, Reichman (personal communication) has pointed out that in his experience, the proximity issue is double-edged. The focus of debate is most often on the research, with emphasis on the relevance-objectivity dilemma. But Reichman notes that a second problem, which receives much less attention, is the relative infrequency with which managers approach researchers for assistance in addressing the management problems.
With DOI research now in a separate agency from the management agencies, the administrative distance is considerable. It will take an exceptionally effective liaison to bridge this gap. One former FWS administrator now in BRD (personal communication) expressed concern over "psychological distancing," noting that within just a few years, as a result of retirements and transfers, management and research personnel may no longer know each other or have any personal ties. Moreover, as one reviewer noted, physical distancing can be just as counterproductive as psychological distancing. Such physical and psychological distancing can make it easier for management agencies to ignore research results that challenge current policies, as has been charged of Yellowstone National Park (Wagner et al. 1995) .
Another reviewer noted that there is now a systematic process for evaluating the science needs of the resource agencies and making sure that BRD addresses these effectively. According to this reviewer, personnel in the resource agencies consider that the process is working well. However, in early 1997 I found varying reactions among high-level DOI administrators about the effectiveness of the process.
Overall, the new BRD faces significant challenges. One can only hope that the originally conceived benefits of NBS become realities in BRD while the costs are minimized and compensated for. In my 27 February 1997 testimony on Science and Resource Management in the National Park System to the House Subcommittee on National Parks and Public Lands (Wagner 1997), I recommended that the BRD arrangement be retained and given a chance. Time will tell if this advice was wise.
